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Associated Wholesale Grocers, Inc., 5000 Kansas Avenue, Kansas City, KS 66106

For a lower cost of goods 
PLEASE CONTACT:

Dave McKelvey 713-876-6240 

Neal Schumacher 573-489-1545

BE A 
SURVIVOR
Not all independent grocers are going out of business.
Independent grocers can still compete and win!
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Consumers want to know more 
about where their food comes 
from. That’s why Midwest Dairy 
developed a new vision to bring 

dairy to life. Together with Midwest dairy farmers 
and partners we’re focused on standing alongside 
consumers to understand their values and inspire 
an excellent dairy experience. 

The dairy case is one of the most profitable sec-
tions within a retail operation and baskets with 
milk are larger and more profitable than those 
without. The dairy department uses just 3% of 
store space, generates 10% of sales and delivers 
20% of true profits in a typical grocery store. Con-
sumer demands are ever changing and present a 
challenge for dairy category managers. Midwest 
Dairy supports industry partners, like retailers, by 
staying in tune with consumer buying habits and 
focusing on emerging food and beverage trends. 
New consumer research has revealed an opportu-
nity to assess product assortment within the dairy case and prioritize milk. 

Milk remains a key trip driver – 95% of households buy milk, averaging 30 times per year. 
Out of stocks and lack of variety can be costly.  Milk leads the dairy case in sales and prof-
itability, yet is often understocked and underspaced. Forty-eight percent of shoppers ex-
perience at least one milk out-of-stock experience (out of every five trips). Right-sizing the 
dairy case across flavors, conventional milk, plant-based beverages, organic and other dairy 
products can deliver sales and profit that extends beyond just the dairy case. 

Recently sales data has shown growth in value-added milk, specifically lactose-free milk. 
Lactose-free milk is a long-term growth segment with more than a decade of continuous 
sales increases. Volume is up 13% compared to the same time period last year. Whole milk 
is also a growth pocket with year over year growth since 2014. Whole milk’s resurgence links 
to a consumer focus on more natural/less processed foods and beverages and a movement 
away from fat free. Plant-based beverages continue to grow, but only hold ~8% volume 
share when looking at the entire dairy category. Conventional milk holds the majority of 
volume share at ~92%. While plant alternatives are gaining consumer favor, it’s important to 
note a high majority of non-dairy alternative purchasers also buy dairy milk. 

Additional consumer research uncovered the need to ensure your store has the right 
assortment on the shelf and enough space allocated to items with high turns to prevent 
out-of-stocks. Lastly, an emphasis on shopper marketing can help you focus on gaining a 
better understanding of the shoppers that make frequent purchases in your store as well as 
signage programs that bring your dairy aisle to life with a new look and feel. Contemporary 

designs within the dairy case encourage shoppers to spend more time in the aisle. Shelf tags 
or blades separating sub-sections organize the category and make the section easier to shop. 

There is an industry--wide effort to help retailers drive profit and maximize dairy sales by 
fixing the fundamentals and prioritizing milk. For more information on consumer research, 
food and beverage trends, or partnering with Midwest Dairy, contact Marley Sugar at  
msugar@midwestdairy.com. 

G I V E  S H O P P E R S  A N 
EXCELLENT DAIRY EXPERIENCE
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Recently sales data has shown growth in value-added milk, specifically lactose-free milk. 
Lactose-free milk is a long-term growth segment with more than a decade of continuous sales 
increases. Volume is up 13% compared to the same time period last year. Whole milk is also a 
growth pocket with year over year growth since 2014. Whole milk’s resurgence links to a 
consumer focus on more natural/less processed foods and beverages and a movement away 
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Additional consumer research uncovered the need to ensure your store has the right assortment 
on the shelf and enough space allocated to items with high turns to prevent out-of-stocks. 
Lastly, an emphasis on shopper marketing can help you focus on gaining a better 
understanding of the shoppers that make frequent purchases in your store as well as signage 
programs that bring your dairy aisle to life with a new look and feel. Contemporary designs 
within the dairy case encourage shoppers to spend more time in the aisle. Shelf tags or blades 
separating sub-sections organize the category and make the section easier to shop.  

There is an industry--wide effort to help retailers drive profit and maximize dairy sales by fixing 
the fundamentals and prioritizing milk. For more information on consumer research, food and 
beverage trends, or partnering with Midwest Dairy, contact Marley Sugar at 
msugar@midwestdairy.com.  
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VALUES DON’T.

TIMES CHANGE.

Delivering a frictionless 

experience for your customers is

a top priority for your success. 

And that’s why we’ll continue 

to work behind the scenes to 

advocate for open standards that 

foster innovation and competition, 

and ensure interoperability in the 

payments industry.

6700 Pioneer Pkwy / Johnston, IA 50131

855-314-1212 / shazam.net

ADVANCE WITH 
THE RIGHT PARTNER. 



Performance Management is an important part of a company’s 
quality assurance and employee engagement strategies. Many companies formal-
ly evaluate an employee’s performance and progress after an initial introductory 
period and then again on an annual or semi-annual basis. Although performance 
evaluations can improve productivity and employee morale, many employers do 
not make them a high priority because they are time-consuming and are some-
times viewed by managers as having little practical value. 

Why Conduct a Performance Evaluation? 
• To promote growth and competence and to increase employee 

productivity 

• To facilitate employer-employee communication and develop 
relationships 

• To hold all employees to the same standard of performance  
and identify high and low performers 

• To increase employee engagement

• To document incidents of poor performance for future reference 

• To establish valid defenses for employment litigation and  
legitimate reasons for termination 

• To determine the level of salary increases 

From a productivity perspective, regular performance reviews can help ensure 
that employees are meeting performance expectations. They can also help evalu-
ate individuals, teams and managers and find underperformers that need to be 
addressed and coached. 

In addition, the increasing number of discrimination and wrongful termination 
lawsuits illustrate the importance of performance documentation as a means 
of justifying the legitimate business 
reasons underlying an employer’s 
personnel decisions. A series of 
well-documented evaluations that 
clearly describe an employee’s poor 
performance provides the employer 
with objective evidence of legitimate 
and nondiscriminatory reasons to sup-
port a job transfer, demotion, layoff or 
termination. Failure to conduct formal 
evaluations may leave an employer vul-
nerable in a discrimination of wrongful 
discharge lawsuit. 

Best Practices When Implementing a  
Performance Evaluation Process 

• Perform formal evaluations at the same time for everyone each year. While this 
increases the workload of managers and supervisors during review time, it forces 
direct comparisons of employees and establishes a nonbiased system. 

• Have regular meetings with supervisory staff. Supervisors will learn from each 
other’s experiences. Provide adequate training and insist on candid, objective 
observations. 

• Clearly communicate to employees what their duties are and what is satisfactory 
performance. Accomplish this through periodic reviews of job descriptions, train-
ing, and both formal and informal feedback. 

• Tell employees the criteria upon which their performance will be reviewed. 
Develop standards and establish reasonable goals for employees. Make sure that 
employees understand the consequences of their failure to meet expectations.  

• Don’t wait until the annual evaluation to provide feedback; offer it throughout the 
year. Provide both positive and developmental feedback. 

• Document poor performance in writing. This can be done in the form of coaching 
or counseling. 

• Ask employees to complete a self-appraisal in addition to the review completed by 
the manager. This can identify gaps where greater dialogue will be necessary. 

• Give employees the opportunity to review, challenge, and comment on the evalua-
tion. Be flexible and willing to change a rating if valid information is provided. 

• Meet with employees to discuss all evaluations and expectations.   
• Have employees sign the evaluation. While the employee may not agree with it, it 

provides evidence that the employee has seen it and has been provided a copy. If 
the employee refuses to sign, document the refusal to sign the appraisal.

• Establish a review process for evaluations. This will keep the supervisor honest and 
ensure that supervisory staff is performing reviews consistently. 

• Give employees time to improve and offer resources and assistance if appropriate. 
• Follow established procedures consistently. Apply all procedures and standards 

equally to all employees. 
• There should be no surprises in performance appraisals. If this is the first time an 

issue is being addressed, it typically does not belong in an annual appraisal. 
• Managers should be held responsible for helping subordinates develop and 

improve. 
• Maintain confidentiality in employee performance evaluations. 

In my experience, most employees want greater feedback than what is being 
provided. Positive reinforcement drives higher productivity and engagement. 
Developmental feedback and coaching help drive behavioral changes and, in 
turn, higher productivity. It’s a win/win.

B E S T  P R A C T I C E S 
Performance Evaluations:  

Karen Shannon,  
Vice President Business Consulting/CHRO for Ollis/Akers/Arney, works with 
world-wide clients on key business and HR strategies which have resulted 
in cost savings upward of $7 million. Karen.Shannon@ollisaa.com 
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Join us at the newly remodeled Tan-Tar-A Resort, now 
MARGARITAVILLE LAKE RESORT

Guest Room - $133 per room, per day plus tax
One Bedroom Suite - $198 per room, per day plus tax
Two Bedroom Suite - $258 per room, per day plus tax
*The convention rate is available two days before and 
after the convention.

To make your reservation, call (800) 826-8272 and 
inform them that you are with the Missouri Grocers 
Association. 

Reservations MUST be made no later than September 
17th, 2019, to guarantee accommodations at the 
convention rate. However, reservations will be 
accepted and confirmed up to the opening day of the 
conference providing accommodations are available. All 
cancellations must be made at least THREE days prior to 
arrival.  Hotel Address: 494 Tan Tar A Drive, State Road 
KK, Osage Beach, MO 65065.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Wednesday, October 16th

Thursday, October 17th

10:00 AM
BUY MO! Golf Tournament | Presented by Shazam

5:30 PM
Meet and Greet  
   in the Trade Show Hall | Paradise B&C

7:00 PM
Night at the Landshark 
    Welcome Dinner with Entertainment

7:30 AM
Breakfast with a Special Legislative Speaker
 
8:30 AM 
eWIC Roll-Out Presentation during Breakfast 

9:00 AM
Business Session: 
“Beverage Trends & The Consumer”

10:00 AM
Business Session: 
“Responding to Crisis”
 
10:00 AM 
Spouses Program  
11:00 AM 
Business Session: 
“CBD in the Grocery Isle”

12:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Trade Show in Paradise B&C

2:00 PM 
Best Bagger Contest during the Trade Show

6:30 PM 
Cocktail Reception 

7:00 PM 
President’s Gala and Awards Ceremony

6:30 AM - 9:00 AM
Grab & Go Breakfast

Friday, October 18th

MGA Convention Oct 16 -18



BUSINESS SESSIONS TOPICS
We have some exciting topics being presented at this year’s convention. The business sessions will be starting on 
Thursday, October 17th, at 8:30 AM. We hope you will get with your store personnel and consider attending. 
 
8:30 AM- Special Presentation: eWIC Roll-Out 
 This eWIC presentation deserves to be the first business session because it will certainly be on the minds 
of retailers and vendors alike due to the roll-out of the Electronic WIC program. Guests will be given the  
opportunity to interact with the Missouri Dept. of Health and Senior Services by asking questions and hearing 
the most up-to-date information. 

9:00 AM- “Beverage Trends & The Consumer”
 The beverage landscape is crowded, offering consumers a wide range of products to consider. Consumer 
interest in a balanced diet is strong, prompting them to seek options that offer a variety of functional benefits. 
This presentation will give you an overall snapshot of beverage trends, inviting you to consider if your operation 
is offering the right assortment in the beverage section as well as offering tips on how to make the beverage 
section more profitable. 

10:00 AM- “Responding to Crisis”
 A tornado, a flood, an active shooter, a lighting strike, and a fire. These are words that could and should 
cause anyone concern. While you cannot prevent these events from happening, you can control how you react 
to them. How you react will determine both short- and long-term impacts on your organization. MGA has  
assembled a panel comprised of industry experts who have been involved firsthand in events like these. Learn 
from these experiences and prepare your company for what might lie ahead. 
 
11:00 AM- “CBD in the Grocery Isle” 
 Not just new products, a whole new category!! CBD is and will continue to grow and expand at rates  
higher than more established categories. Consumers will be demanding these products. Are you ready? Is it le-
gal? What are the risks? What is the ROI? Know the answers before making major decisions on how you enter this 
new consumer-driven market. This final session of the morning will bring you face-to-face with experts of this 
emerging industry. By sharing their extensive experiences and knowledge with you, they will answer your  
questions and help you make the right decision for your organization.

Join Us To Fall Back Into Success

Best Bagger Contest
Join us during the Trade Show Thursday, October 17th, 
at 2:00 PM in Paradise B&C for the 2019 MGA Best  
Bagger Contest.  

This exciting event will showcase the skills of Missouri’s 
best grocery store baggers competing against each 
other. The winner will be flown to San Diego to face off 
against other state baggers at NGA’s 2020 Convention. 

This year we will also be offering a manager’s special. If 
you sign up a best bagger to compete, you will receive 
1 FREE Full Registration to the Convention in addition 
to the Bagger’s registration. 

For more information call the MGA office at  
417-831-6667 or email Cory Campbell at 

ccampbell@missourigrocers.com
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EVERY TICKET HELPS 
FUND EDUCATION.
Together, we’ve given more than 
$5.5 BILLION to Missouri and 
public education.

Learn more at MOLottery.com

Missouri Lottery proceeds comprise approximately 4 percent of the state’s funding for public education. @2018 Missouri Lottery Commission.

Play Responsibly



I N D U S T RY  L E A D E R S  G AT H E R  
T O  D R I V E  D A I RY  D E M A N D

American Dairy Association of the Midwest is hosting the 2019 Dairy Experience 
Forum and the theme is: A Disruptive Forum on Today’s Consumer and Dairy’s 
Opportunities. You are invited to this event which is jointly sponsored by Midwest 
Dairy and Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin in  
St. Paul, Minn. on July 16-18. 

The Forum’s program will facilitate conversation and learning opportunities 
among farmers, dairy experts and partners as they discuss useful insights and 
ideas that can be used in their ongoing work to help ensure a successful 
future for dairy. The entire dairy supply 
chain will gather to gain a deeper 
understanding of today’s con-
sumers and how their different 
values, shopping habits and 
consumption patterns impact 
the market. 

Expect to gain insights on Millennials and Generation Z, including what influences 
their purchasing decisions. Consumer trends and behaviors are changing at a 
rapid, ongoing rate, making it imperative that the grocery industry stay on top of 
the information to ensure the dairy category maintains and continues to increase 
sales & profits. The Forum’s live consumer focus group will be Generation Z 
consumers – a generation with $44 billion in purchasing power. 

To view the full agenda and register,  
visit www.DairyExperienceForum.com. 



Insurance Claims Mushrooming?
Learn about resources we have in store to help you cap off your risk management 

program. Visit federatedinsurance.com or call 1-800-533-0472.

Ward’s 50® Top Performer 
A.M. Best® A+ (Superior) Rating

Federated Mutual Insurance Company and its subsidiaries*  |  federatedinsurance.com 
17.21  Ed. 1/19  *Not licensed in all states.  © 2017 Federated Mutual Insurance Company

Missouri
Grocers
Association



Lottery: 
Missouri Lottery:………………….(573) 526-7466 

                                                    (816) 795-5316 
Loyalty Programs: 
Loyalty Lane Inc………………….(573)355-0983 

Maintenance/Equipment: 
Ameren…………………………...(417) 880-6722 

Hess Meat Machines……………(314) 351-1751 

Howell Refrigeration……………..(417) 865-6833 

Ozarks Food Equipment………..(417) 862-1779 

Manufacturers: 

Altria Client Services………….….(512) 478-3394 

Arcobasso Foods………....……..(314) 381-8083 

Farmland Foods………….….……(816) 243-2899 

Frito Lay………………….…….….(417) 864-7570  

Ice Cream Specialties……….…..(314) 631-8171 

                                                    (314) 962-2550 

Kraft Foods………………………..(913) 752-1847 

Otts Food Products…………..…..(417) 358-2585 

Reser’s Fine Foods…………..…..(800) 333-6431 

Wells Enterprises…………...…….(816) 872-2415 

                                                     (712) 500-4127 

Meat: 

Missouri Beef Council…………….(573) 817-0899 

Supplies: 

Hilex Poly…………………………..(618) 402-4244 

ProTech LED………………………(314) 939-1440 

Tech Support: 

Interstate Total Retail Solutions…(573) 276-4787 

LINQ3 Technologies ...…………..(646) 837-7070 

Pinpoint Software…………..…….(262) 458-2470 

Wholesale Grocers: 

Associated Wholesale Grocers…(417) 875-4000 

                                                     (913) 288-2745 

Supervalu………………………….(217) 384-2745 

Missouri Grocer’s Association 
Buyer’s Guide Directory 

Retailers: if your supplier is not listed 
here, tell them about the benefits of 
an MGA membership, or have them 

contact us at: 

Accounting/Financials: 
Avalara …………………….(887) 780-4848 

BKD LLP…………………...(417) 865-8701 

CliftonLarsenAllen LLP…...(816) 671-8933 

                                           (913) 491-6655 

Edward Jones……………..(417) 887-0082 

KPM CPAs..……………….(417) 882-4300 

Bakeries: 

Flowers Baking Co. ……...(314) 344-8582 

                                          (870) 793-6851 

Lewis Bakeries…………….(314) 807-2860 

Banking: 

Lindell Bank ……………...(314) 645-7700 

UMB Bank…………………(417) 887-5855 

Beverages: 

Anheuser-Busch …………(314) 577-4811 

                                          (314) 577-2000 

MillerCoors………………..(214) 618-7440 

                                          (918) 809-5197 

Ozarks Coca-Cola………..(417) 865-9900 

Pepsi Beverages………….(417) 862-9238 

Southern Glazer’s………...(636) 925-8815 

Wil Fischer ………………...(417) 862-4341 

Business Consulting: 

FMS………………………..(615) 294-4055 

Ollis Akers Arney…..……..(417) 881-8333 

Shazam……………………(800) 537-5427 

Springfield Business……..(417) 883-1864 

Willis North America Inc….(913) 362-8484 

 

 

Dairy: 

Hiland Dairy………………..………(417) 830-8900 

                                                     (417) 837-1154 

Midwest Dairy Association ………(314)399-4563 

                                                     (573)564-8004 

Prairie Farms Dairy Inc……….…..(314)731-1150 

Wells Dairy …………………….…..(501)666-0864 

Distributors: 
Bunzl Distribution…………………(314) 569-2800 

                                                     (314) 997-5959 

Cowley Distributing……………….(417) 869-5201 

                                                      (573) 636-6511 

Glazers Distributors………………(636) 925-8897 

Eggs: 
Sparboe Farms……………………(320) 593-9774 

Gas Station Services: 
Petroleum Card Services………..(866) 427-7297 

Healthcare: 
Consumer Healthcare Products…(202)429-9260 

The ECCHIC Group………………(314) 997-8865 

Ice Distributors: 
Artic Glacier Premium Ice ……….(202) 772-2473 

                                                     (417) 869-5201 

                                                     (800) 334-1834 

Reddy Ice………………………….(417) 343-6713 

Insurance: 
Federated Insurance:…………….(316) 617-7880 

                                                     (417) 379-4812 

 

315 N Ken Ave 
Springfield, MO 65802 

417-831-6667 
Or email CMcMillian@missourigrocers.com 

315 N Ken Ave
Springfield, Mo 65802

417-831-6667
Or email CMcMillian@missourigrocers.com

(618)-659-5700
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SuperValu

Willis North America Inc ..............(913) 362-8484

Supplies:
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